
eLesson Plan: Theatre 3H: March 30-April 3, 2020 

Subject and Grade Level    Theatre 3H: 3A: 11th Grade 
Unit Title           Theatre History: Romanticism and Melodrama in 19th Century Theatre 
                            Technical Theatre Unit: Lighting Design 
 
 Standard(s) 

  
SC Anchor Standard 3: I can act in improvised scenes and written scripts. 
Benchmark T.P AH.3: I can apply a variety of researched acting 
techniques to seamlessly sustain character in a complex theatrical work. 
Indicator T.P AH.3.1: I can synthesize my knowledge of acting techniques 
to create a complex character. 
 
SC Anchor Standard 2: I can design and use technical elements for 
improvised scenes and written scripts. 
Benchmark T.CR NH.2: I can use basic technical elements in the dramatic 
process.  
Indicator T.CR NH.2.1: I can demonstrate how to responsibly use basic 
technical elements. 
Indicator T.CR NH.2.2: I can use basic technical elements safely in a small 
project. 

Objective(s) 
 

I can understand the importance and impact of Romanticism and 
Melodrama in Theatre in the Nineteenth Century.  
I can successfully create a light and sound design for a major theatrical 
production.  

 Questions 
 

1. What were the major themes and concepts presented in         
Romantic Theatre in the Nineteenth Century? Can you        
put these into an original performance? 

2. How would you create an original Light and Sound         
Design for a Romantic play? 

      

Instructional Design  Pacing 
Activity 1 Lighting Design: The Student will read the notes about Light          

Design located on Edmodo under Folders: Notes and begin         
thinking about how they would create such a design for the           
Romantic play, Woyzeck.  

 

Activity 2 Romantic/Melodramatic Theatre: The Student will learn      
about Romantic Theatre and its major themes. The Student will          
then read Buchner’s Woyzeck and note its Romantic        
characteristics. The student will learn about Melodramatic       
Theatre and note its major themes in scenes from modern          
television dramas.  

 

Activity 3 Lighting Design Project: The student will create a light or          
design plot for Woyzeck. This plot can be a spreadsheet or table            
in which they explain the following: 
 

 



Create a specific plan for the lighting of EACH SCENE of the            
play. Notate whether you would use Fresnals, PAR, ERS, or          
Follow Spots, and whether any gels, gobos, or moving lights are           
needed. In addition, each scene should include an explanation of          
your lighting vision for the scene (example- I see cool lights here            
to reflect that it is evening, etc). Be creative and have fun! 

 
Resources 

 
Technology: Edmodo.com: Notes on Romanticism are located under 
Folders: Notes: Nineteenth Century Theatre. Notes on Light Design are 
located under Folders: Notes: Lights.  All plays are located under Folders: 
Plays/Scripts. All information is also located on Teams. 
Email: Please email Mr. Goodrich your assignments below or turn in via 
Edmodo or Teams.  
Helpful Lighting Design Website: 
http://scenicandlighting.com/vintage-lighting-instruments/ 

Assignments 
 

 
1. ZOOM Meeting: Tuesday, March 31 at 1:00 during 3A.  
2. Lighting Design Project Final Draft (Due Friday, April 3): 

Email/Edmodo Mr. Goodrich your final work on your Lighting 
Design Project, including the following: 

○ Create a specific plan for the lighting of TEN SCENES of the 
play.  Notate whether you would use Fresnals, PAR, ERS, or 
Follow Spots, and whether any gels, gobos, or moving lights 
are needed. In addition, each scene should include an 
explanation of your lighting vision for the scene (example- I 
see cool lights here to reflect that it is evening, etc).  

○ Helpful Lighting Design Website: 
http://scenicandlighting.com/vintage-lighting-instruments/ 

3. Melodrama Scene Work 1 (Due Friday, April 3): 
○ Answer the following questions about your Melodrama Scene 

(the pdf that contains your tv show’s title and character 
names is on Edmodo and Teams): 

i. What tv show is your scene from? When did it air and 
on what network?  

ii. Who is your character? What do they look like 
physically and what is their personality? 

iii. Where does the scene take place? 
iv. What is your character’s objective in the scene? 
v. How is your scene melodramatic? 

 
 
 
 

http://scenicandlighting.com/vintage-lighting-instruments/

